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Sterl i ng
Stereo EL34 & KT88
Parallel Single Ended

"They've got to be one of the best,
if not the best buy around." - Chris
Beeching, Hi-Fi News

Push / Pull
Integrated (5 Channel Passive)
Hard-Wired or Circuit Board.

"Overall I was very impressed with
the quality and construction at the
price" - Haider Bahrani, Hi-Fi
World

Hand built quality.

Features
Pure Class A Operation

"Astonishing reproduction of timbre
of certain instruments, like violins,
pianos and guitars, sounds divine" Audio, Portugal

Auto Self Biasing
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Pentode Ultra-Linear
Point to Point hard- wiring
Ceramic valve bases

Sterling Range - EL34 & KT88
Since we started in 1987, We have stayed true to a
The Sterling's are pure class A single ended, parallel

Large Output Transformers

single ended or push - pull valve amplifiers that use the

Polypropylene Coupling Caps.

very highly regarded EL34 or the more powerful KT88

Large range of bespoke options.

and represent our entry level power and integrated power
amplifiers.. All of our Sterling's produce a level of
performance that is radically superior to current designs
and

have

been

specifically

designed

for

sonic

ANNIVERSARY EDITION

performance rather than technical specifications. That

To celebrate Audion's 20th

does not mean to say we make any compromises.

Anniversary we are releasing

components.

superior audiophile quality

to sacrifice their home or bank balance.
The Sterling line was originally launched in 1987 &
has exemplified the philosophy of good build quality,
exceptional looks, and delicious tube sound at a price
that the working man can afford. The EL34

and

KT88's are built on the same chassis, the only
external difference being the output tube.
Now in it's 5th incantation the Sterling, goes from
Strength to Strength. The design of these amps is

In new black aluminium UniChassis, chrome highlights and

world of high-end audio without forcing our customers

Designed for the discerning listener on a budget. The
Sterling range uses many proprietary Audion designed

limited edition amplifiers.

simple guiding principle: open the doorway into the

executed with a large dose of sound engineering and
We have two levels within this range, firstly the economy
printed

circuit

board

versions

and

secondly

our

common sense.

Anniversary special hard wired, larger transformer and
components - look out for them!

better component level versions

The Integrated stereo versions have 5 channel input and
a tape output. All stereos are either 4 or 8 ohm outputs.
All mono-blocks have both 4 and 8 ohm outputs.. All
models come in the new look black and chrome chassis.
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Quality Both Inside And Out
As can be seen from the pictures to the left, Our hard wired amps
follow our philosophy of keeping it simple. We believe that simplicity is
the key to great sounding amplifiers.
The analogy of a piece of wire with gain is as close as we can get. By

POWER OUTPUTS

choosing carefully what goes into the signal line we can greatly

EL34 Stereo - 12 Watts

influence what is added (or preferably not) to the final sound.

KT88 Stereo - 18 Watts

We place chosen high quality components with as little sonic

KT88 PSE - 30 Watts

personality as possible into our amps in order to achieve as close to
realism sound replay as is possible.

KT88 Push Pull - 45 Watts

All of our amps have a volume control to negate the need for a preamplifier, our integrated versions have a 5 channel passive pre-amp

All Stereos are 4 or 8 ohm

already built in to allow 5 line level sources to be switched and

All Monos are 4 & 8 ohm

controlled. They even have a non attenuated output.
Certain amps are selected for their qualities. Our EL34 for example would be chosen as a good entry point into the world of high end. The KT88 push pull has a large

ZERO DOWNTIME

power output and works well with more difficult loads. All amps are run at level 5, with fully upgradeable options to level 9, which would include, fully solid silver hardwired design. Solid silver output transformers, input RCA's and binding posts, Blackgate power and cathode bias supply, exotic signal capacitors, like Teflon or silver

All Audion amplifiers use

foil etc. The list goes on.

sophisticated auto biasing so no
voltmeters, screw drivers or user
maintenance is ever required.
Once the tubes have been

Technical Specifications

installed, the amps need to

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
Power Amplifiers

merely be turned on or off. If

All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V

Pre-Amplifiers

tubes are due for replacement,

or 240V ac. input (changeable internally)

Phono Stages

they can be simply inserted
without any adjustments. Makes
tube rolling easier too for

Cables
On all ampsDistortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

enthusiasts.
Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :230mm Wide, 400mm deep and +/- 250mm tall

Loudspeakers
Maintenance
Upgrade Support
Guarantee Warranty - 2 Years
Valve Warranty - 6 Months

Weight - Stereo 13kg , Mono's 11kg each
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT

Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output
Tubes used: EL34, KT88, 5687, 6922, 6N1P, E88CC

Audion
Your Audion is a Sound Investment

In terna tional

Si l ver Ni ght

"The Silver Night reproduces
subtleties with a degree of finesse
that eludes most amplifiers at this
price" - Jason Kennedy, Hi-Fi
Choice

Stereo 300B, PX25 & 2A3
Parallel Single Ended
Push / Pull
Integrated (5 Channel Passive)

Hand built quality.

"They've got to be one of the best,
if not the best buy around." - Chris
Beeching, Hi-Fi News

Features

"Amplifier of the year." - Diapason
D'Or, France

Hard-Wired or Circuit Board.

Pure Class A Operation

A-Rated; "These are truly
extraordinary amplifiers." - Sam
Tellig, Stereophile Magazine

Auto Self Biasing
Zero Feedback
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Directly heated Triode
Point to Point hard- wiring

Silver Night Range - 300B, PX25 & 2A3
Since we started in 1987, We have stayed true to a
The Silver Nights are pure class A single ended, parallel

Ceramic valve bases

single ended or push - pull valve amplifiers that use the

Larger Output Transformers

very highly regarded 300B directly heated triode valve or

Polypropylene Coupling Caps.

the esoteric PX25 or the exceptionally fine 2A3. All of our

Large range of bespoke options.

Silver Nights produce a level of performance that is
radically superior to current designs. They have been
specifically designed for sonic performance rather than
technical specifications. That does not mean to say we

ANNIVERSARY EDITION
To celebrate Audion's 20th

make any compromises. Designed with the discerning

world of high-end audio without forcing our customers
to sacrifice their home or bank balance.
The Silver Night line was originally launched in 1993
& has exemplified the philosophy of good build
quality, exceptional looks, and delicious tube sound at
a price that the working man can afford. The PX-25
and 2A3's are built in the same chassis as the 300B's
the only external difference being the output tube.

listener in mind using many proprietary Audion designed
components.

Now in it's 6th incantation the Silver Night, goes from

Anniversary we are releasing

Strength to Strength. The design of these amps is

limited edition amplifiers.

We have two levels within this range, firstly the economy

In new black aluminium Uni-

printed

Chassis, chrome highlights and

simple guiding principle: open the doorway into the

circuit

board

versions

and

secondly

our

Anniversary special hard wired, larger transformer and

executed with a large dose of sound engineering and
common sense.

better component level versions
superior audiophile quality
components - look out for them!

The Integrated stereo versions have 5 channel input and
a tape output. All stereos are either 4 or 8 ohm outputs.
All mono-blocks have both 4 and 8 ohm outputs.. All
models come in the new look black and chrome chassis.
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Quality Both Inside And Out
As can be seen from the pictures to the left, Our hard wired amps
follow our philosophy of keeping it simple. We believe that
simplicity is the key to great sounding amplifiers.
The analogy of a piece of wire with gain is as close as we can get.

POWER OUTPUTS

By choosing carefully what goes into the signal line we can greatly

2A3 Stereo - 3 Watts

influence what is added (or preferably not) to the final sound.

300B Stereo - 7 Watts

We place chosen high quality components with as little sonic

PX25 Stereo - 8 Watts

personality as possible into our amps in order to achieve as close
to realism sound replay as is possible.

300B PSE - 18 Watts

All of our amps have a volume control to negate the need for a pre-

PX25 PSE - 19.4 Watts

amplifier, our integrated versions have a 5 channel passive pre-

300B Push Pull - 24 Watts

amp already built in to allow 5 line level sources to be switched and

PX25 Push Pull - 25 Watts

controlled. They even have a non attenuated output.
Certain amps are selected for their qualities. Our 2A3 for example would be chosen for high efficiency

All Stereos are 4 or 8 ohm

loudspeakers over 95db as it has been designed with a very low noise floor. The 300B push pull has a large power

All Monos are 4 & 8 ohm

output and works well with more difficult loads. All amps are run at level 5, with fully upgradeable options to level 9,
which would include, fully solid silver hard-wired design. Solid silver output transformers, input RCA's and binding
posts, Blackgate power and cathode bias supply, exotic signal capacitors, like Teflon or silver foil etc. The list goes

ZERO DOWNTIME
All Audion amplifiers use

Technical Specifications

sophisticated auto biasing so no
voltmeters, screw drivers or user
maintenance is ever required.
Once the tubes have been

Power Amplifiers
All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V

Pre-Amplifiers

or 240V ac. input (changeable internally)

Phono Stages
Cables

installed, the amps need to
merely be turned on or off. If
tubes are due for replacement,

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

On all ampsDistortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

they can be simply inserted
without any adjustments. Makes

Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :-

tube rolling easier too for

230mm Wide, 400mm deep and +/- 250mm tall

Loudspeakers
Maintenance
Upgrade Support
Guarantee Warranty - 2 Years
Valve Warranty - 6 Months

enthusiasts.
Weight - Stereo 15kg , Mono's 13kg each
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT

Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output
Tubes used: 300B, PX25, 2A3, 6922, 6N1P, E88CC

Audion
Your Audion is a Sound Investment

In terna tional

Gol den Ni ght
Self cancelling Single Ended
Hard-Wired with solid silver wiring in the audio circuit.

"One of the best amplifiers I have
reviewed for the past year. 10
Watts is enough to drive most of
the speakers on the market." - T.K.
Chen, Audiophile Hong Kong

Hand built quality.

Features
Pure Class A Operation

"The Golden Nights will certainly
convey the magic and music of
every performance, and you will
enjoy music like you have never
before!" - Chris Beeching, Hi-Fi
News

Auto Self Biasing
Zero Feedback
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Self Cancelling Single ended
Point to Point hard- wiring
Ceramic valve bases
Large Output Transformers

Golden Night - 300B, PX25 & 2A3
Since we started in 1987, We have stayed true to a
The Golden Night is pure class A single ended mono

Polypropylene Coupling Caps.

block amplifier of self cancelling single ended design

Polypropylene Power supply

using the highly regarded 300B or the more powerful

Large range of bespoke options.

PX25

or now even the sonically superior 2A3. These

amplifiers represent our mid range mono-block power
amplifier. All of our Golden Nights produce a level of
performance that is radically superior to current designs

ANNIVERSARY EDITION

and

To celebrate Audion's 20th

performance rather than technical specifications. That

Anniversary we are releasing

have

been

specifically

designed

In new black aluminium Uni-

sonic

does not mean to say we make any compromises.
Designed for the discerning listener

limited edition amplifiers.

for

range

uses

many

proprietary

the Golden Night
Audion

designed

components.

Chassis, chrome highlights and
superior audiophile quality

simple guiding principle: open the doorway into the
world of high-end audio without forcing our customers
to sacrifice their home or bank balance.
The Golden Night was originally launched in 1995 to
explore the self cancelling single ended design & has
exemplified the philosophy of good build quality,
exceptional looks, and delicious tube sound. The
Golden Night has weight in the bass, definition and
agility; commendable out of a
single 300B tube. Using proprietary circuitry the
Golden Night never fails to impress.
The design of the Golden Night is executed with a
large dose of sound engineering, finesse and
technical expertise as well as a good measure of

The Golden Night has its entire audio path hard wired in

common sense.

pure silver, a massive polypropylene power supply
components - look out for them!

capable of driving huge current demands and delivering a
very satisfying performance. All Golden Nights are
equipped with 4 and 8 ohm outputs or can be wired as
4 or 8 ohm outputs for bi-wiring. All models come in the
new look black and chrome chassis.

Audion
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Quality Both Inside And Out
As can be seen from the pictures to the left, This is level 8 Golden
Night that has had several upgrades. As the Golden Night is built to
order, we can add all or none of the upgrades here at the factory. This
particular one is wired entirely in solid silver, with Silver RCA input

POWER OUTPUTS

connectors and binding posts. Vishay dale stepped attenuators and V-

300B - 10 Watts

cap Teflon coupling capacitors, overall - Fantastic!!

PX25 - 11 Watts

By choosing carefully what goes into the signal line we can greatly

2A3 - 6 Watts

influence what is added (or preferably not) to the final sound.
We place chosen high quality components with as little sonic
personality as possible into our amps in order to achieve as close to

All Models are 4 & 8 ohm

realism sound replay as is possible. All of our amps have a volume
control to negate the need for a pre-amplifier.

ZERO DOWNTIME
All Audion amplifiers use

Golden Night models are selected for their quality of sound, the "see through" character of the presentation and the deep

sophisticated auto biasing so no

and fast bass response combined with the timbre expected from a live performance give the Golden Night a true quality.

voltmeters, screw drivers or user

With fully upgradeable options to level 9, which would include, fully solid silver hard-wired design. Solid silver output

maintenance is ever required.

transformers, input RCA's and binding posts, Blackgate power and cathode bias supply, exotic signal capacitors, like

Once the tubes have been

Teflon or silver foil etc. similar to that shown above, the list is endless.

installed, the amps need to

Technical Specifications

merely be turned on or off. If

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

tubes are due for replacement,

Power Amplifiers

they can be simply inserted
without any adjustments. Makes
tube rolling easier too for

All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V

Pre-Amplifiers

or 240V ac. input (changeable internally)

Phono Stages

enthusiasts.

Cables
On all amps-

Loudspeakers

Distortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :230mm Wide, 400mm deep and +/- 250mm tall

Maintenance
Upgrade Support
Guarantee Warranty - 2 Years
Valve Warranty - 6 Months

Weight - Each Amp 11kg
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains
500mA HT

Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output
Tubes used: 300B, PX25, 2A3,
CVX100 & CVX120

Audion
Your Audion is a Sound Investment

In terna tional

Bl ac k Ni ght
Dual Mono-block design
Parallel Single Ended
Hard-Wired with solid silver wiring in the audio circuit.
Hand built quality.
5 Channel Integrated
Remote Control

Features
Pure Class A Operation

“It’s a bit of a rebel”

Auto Self Biasing
Zero Feedback
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Point to Point hard- wiring

Black Night - 300B & PX25
The Black Night is pure class A parallel single ended,

Ceramic valve bases

dual mono design using the highly regarded 300B or the

Large Output Transformers

more powerful PX25. It is hand built & uses solid silver

Polypropylene Coupling Caps.

wire in the audio stage. The Black Night is our latest high

Large range of bespoke options.

power remote controlled integrated amplifier designed to
deliver astounding reproduction and fidelity as well as
speed and precision . The bass is extremely fast, tight ,

P o we r O u t p u t

clean and very fluid due to its enormous polypropylene

300B - 18 Watts

power supply. The mid band is extremely well controlled
and the highs are crisp and open allowing the subtle
nuances of music to shine through and be appreciated.

ZERO DOWNTIME
The Black Night uses
sophisticated auto biasing so no
voltmeters, screw drivers or user
maintenance is ever required.
Once the tubes have been
installed, the amps need to
merely be turned on or off.
Makes tube rolling easier too for
enthusiasts.

The all new Black Night uses many proprietary Audion
designed components.

The Black Night remote controlled Integrated has 5
channel input and a tape output. as well as both 4 and 8
ohm outputs..
The Black Night is derived from combining the power,
speed and agility of our legendary Black Shadow along

Technical Specifications
All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V
or 240V ac. input (changeable internally)

On all ampsDistortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback
Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :490mm Wide, 430mm deep and +/-300mm tall

Weight - 22kg
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains
500mA HT

Input impedance 100K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output
Tubes used: 300B, PX25,
CVX100 & 6N1P

with the finesse and quality of our award winning Silver
Night - together the Black Night offers a fusion of all.

Audion
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El i te 3 Bo x 845
Mono-block design
Parallel Single Ended
Hard-Wired with solid silver wiring in the audio circuit.
Hand built quality.
5 Channel Integrated
Remote Control

Features
Pure Class A Operation
Auto Self Biasing
Zero Feedback

Elite - 3 box 845 Power Amplifier

Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Point to Point hard- wiring

The Elite 3 box 845 is pure class A single ended, mono
-block design using the highly regarded 845 valve. It is

Technical Specifications

hand built & uses solid silver wire in the audio stage. The

All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V or

Ceramic valve bases

Elite 845 3 Box power amplifier is an updated and

240V ac. input (changeable internally)

Large Output Transformers

upgraded version of the Legendary “Black Shadow”.

Polypropylene Coupling Caps.
Large range of bespoke options.

P o we r O u t p u t
845 - 25 Watts

ZERO DOWNTIME
The Elite uses sophisticated
auto biasing so no voltmeters,
screw drivers or user
maintenance is ever required.
Once the tubes have been

Whilst keeping the “Black Shadows” features of, speed,

On all amps-

precision and phenomenal Bass extensions, the new Elite

Distortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

takes on a new appearance. In our unique anodised
aluminium “Uni-Chassis™”, the Elite has been designed

Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :-

to deliver pure Class A power (25 Watts RMS from a

230mm Wide, 400mm deep and +/- 280mm tall

single 845 Tube). The Uni-Chassis™ permits the use of
larger transformers and power supply capacitors than the

Weight - Power Amps 10kg Power supply 8kg

previous "classic" versions. It also has the benefits of no

Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT

magnetic interference, more robust construction, and
larger internal volume for optimized placement and

Input impedance 100K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db

orientation of all circuit components, and optimized

Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output

routing of all internal wiring, resulting in improved signal
to

noise

ratio,

channel

separation

and

crosstalk,

Tubes used: 845, 6922, E182CC, 6N1P

frequency response, and distortion over the previous
"classic" versions.

installed, the amps need to
merely be turned on or off.
Makes tube rolling easier too for
enthusiasts.

Audion
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Premi e r Pre -A mp s
MC Step up
MM Phono stage
Line Level Pre-amp
Line/Phono Pre-amp

"When I am listening to this pre-amplifier I am
wondering how solid state could ever be
popular." Olle Lender, Hi-Fi + Music

2 Box Line/Phono Pre-amp
Hand built quality

"This pre-amplifier performs equally as well as
those costing 5 times the price."
- Roland Kraft, Hi-Fi exclusive

Features
Pure Class A Operation

"Most interesting characteristics. warm sound,
sheen, refinement and polished, correct
timbre." - A. Morotti - Fidelite del Suono, Italy

Auto Self Biasing
Zero Feedback
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Ceramic valve bases

Premier Pre amp Range
Technical Specifications

Output Transformerless design
Polypropylene signal Caps.
Large range of bespoke options.

The Premier range of Phono stages, and pre-amps is

All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V

pretty diverse. Starting with the very basic Premier Line

or 240V ac. input (changeable internally)

level, 5 channel input 2 output and a straight through tape

ZERO DOWNTIME
The Premier phono stages and

output, We have line / MM phono stage single and 2 box

On all pre-amps-

options as well as a stand-alone MM phono stage and a

Distortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

stand-alone MC hard wired step up (needs to be

pre-amps all use sophisticated

combined with an MM phono stage). All our pre-amps are

Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :-

auto biasing so no voltmeters,

directly cathode coupled - this means they are fast (no

230mm Wide, 420mm deep and +/-200mm tall

screw drivers or user

slowing down going through a transformer either inter-

maintenance is ever required.

stage or coupling.

Once the tubes have been

Weight - 7kg
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT

installed, the amps need to

All our pre-amps are pure “Class A”, hand built and for

MC Input Impedance - 100R (MM 47K)

merely be turned on or off.

our MC step-up, hard wired using the same technology as

Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db

Makes tube rolling easier too for

our legendary Premier Quattro MC/Line level silver Pre-

Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output

enthusiasts.

amp.

Tubes used: 6922, E88CC or 6N1P-EV

Our Anniversary special models come in the new look
black and chrome chassis.

Audion
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Quattro 2 & 4 Box
Mono-block design
2 Box Line/MC Phono Pre-amp
Hand built quality
Hard-Wired with solid silver Hand built quality.

“The Audion Quattro is the finest

5 Channel Integrated

stock

preamplifier ever made”

- Arthur Salvatore - 2007 & 2008
Features
Pure Class A Operation
Auto Self Biasing

Premier Quattro 2 & 4 Box MC/Line

Zero Feedback
Aluminium Uni Chassis
High quality components
Point to Point silver hard- wiring

The Premier Quattro preamp is a two or four box preamp,
totally hard wired using silver wire with specially selected
components to make it one of the best sounding preamplifiers in current production in the world today!

Technical Specifications
All amplifiers are either 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V or
240V ac. input (changeable internally)

Ceramic valve bases
Output Transformerless design
Polypropylene Coupling Caps.
Large range of bespoke options.

ZERO DOWNTIME

The Quattro is available in our new design Uni-chassis’,
and includes an MC stage for even the most sensitive of
cartridges. The Quattro is a high-end, high quality product
capable of handling a massive array of sources. The
Quattro has silver wire in the signal path, with specially
selected and matched components including some
tantalum resistors, etc etc. There are 4 line level inputs
and an MC input, 2 outputs and a tape through loop, its
hand built too!.

On all pre-ampsDistortion at 1 watt is less than 0.1% with no feedback

Dimensions with tubes and volume control are all :230mm Wide, 400mm deep and +/- 200mm tall

Weight - Pre Amps 7kg Power supply 8kg
The Quattro uses sophisticated
auto biasing so no voltmeters,
screw drivers or user
maintenance is ever required.
Once the tubes have been
installed, the amps need to
merely be turned on or off.
Makes tube rolling easier too for
enthusiasts.

The Audion Quattro is the finest stock preamplifier ever
made. Its phono stage can accommodate any low output
moving coils, and its line-stage is very simply designed to
add nothing to its original source. It has the benefits of
both simplicity of design and superb execution (with only
4 tubes in the entire signal path from the cartridge, a 4
chassis totally dual-mono construction and the power
supplies use only polypropylene capacitors). There are 17
active power supply stages in the 2 box and 21 active
supplies in the 4 box.

Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT
MC input impedance - 100R
Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output
Output impedance - 47K
Tubes used: 6922, E88CC or 6N1P-EV

Our Anniversary special models come in the new look
black and chrome chassis

Audion
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El ect ron Range
Interconnect
Power cords
Loudspeaker cable
Complex metallurgical structure
Very low loss
Complex dielectric used
Hand built quality

Proton Range
Interconnect
Power cords
Loudspeaker cable
Complex metallurgical structure

Electron & Proton Cable Range

Very low loss
Complex dielectric used

Cabl e Cont rol

The Electron & Proton cables are hand built, requiring
about 8 hours of skilled crafting for mounting and
assembly. The Electron range cables are constructed
from a highly complex proprietary molecular structure of 6
alloys and three dielectrics

Partially pre burnt-in.
Clean, clear, outstanding performance

All interconnects available in lengths from 50 cm to 10
meters in 50cm variations

All loudspeaker cables are available from 50cm

Advanced cable geometry
Advanced shielding technology

Cable Specifications

Both ranges provide extremely good signal to noise
rejection. They provide a very stable image, and are
designed to complement the speed, tonal presence,
transparency and dimensionality of our amplifiers. Our
cables are very good at rejecting stray RF interference.

upwards with free banana ends fitted.

All power cords can be made with any plug variation
you require. Standard length is 1.5m

Colourless reproduction

Out performs many other of our
respected competitors cables

With over 15 years of metallurgical examination, research
and development of cable properties and construction
techniques, we know that our current combination of
alloys and complex manufacturing processes gives you
the opportunity to own one of the finest cables available
to the market today.

Other Cables can be made to order.

Contact us for more info if required.

All cables are hand built from complex alloys and designed to
Ideally designed to match with our amplifiers and preamplifiers, our cable range provides a turnkey solution to
matching and sonic excellence.

impart as little characteristics of their own into the music as
possible.

We can make cables for almost any connection you
require.
Once again, your Audion cable is a sound investment

Audion
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Edi son Ki t Range
Edison 60 standard kit
Edison 60 plus kit

Upgrade s
Mains Transformer
Stainless steel top plate
Alps volume pot
Gold plated binding posts
Gold plated RCA sockets
Sorbathane anti vibration feet
Film/foil signal caps
Copper foil in oil signal caps
V-caps teflon /foil signal caps
Silver foil in oil signal caps

Edison Kit home build Range
The Edison kits are an excellent entry point into
the world of valve amplification. Since it’s launch
the Edison 60 kit has been a best seller creating
a world wide following with all who have
purchased it.

Sterling silver solid wire
Gold / Black volume knob
Silver Contact switches
Vishay dale stepped Attenuator

As a core product the Edison 60 can perform
many roles in a broad system, and has enough
power for today’s varied sources not only for hi-fi
but to be a part of any home entertainment
system.
To top that, it can be configured in either PushPull or Single-Ended mode with enough power for
any purist with speakers of 88dB efficiency and
higher.

Bui l di ng ser vi ces

or even full build on these kits.

From a single board built and tested
to complete modules built and
tested.

Out performs many other of our
competitors kits.

All kits can be configured for 100V, 110V, 120V, 220V 230V or
240V ac. input (changeable internally)
Power output - Push-Pull - 2x30 Watts pure Class-A" into 8Ω @
1khz
Power output - Single-Ended- 2x18 Watts Class-A into 8Ω @
1khz

Silver solder

We are able to offer a partial

Technical Specifications

The entry model is competitively priced to help
you along. Although technically complete, it can
be upgraded with additional components to
improve the product inevitably outperforming
retail products costing many times more! The kit
is complete, having everything you need to build
it right down to the last nut. The plus kit has an
extra mains transformer, to assist smoothing and
a chrome plated top plate to add a touch of
luxury.
Our kits are supplied complete with everything
you need to build a quality amplifier. Chassis,
transformers, circuit boards, components, wire,
hardware - its all there. All you need is a
soldering iron, solder and some basic tools.
All kits are supplied with the latest user manual
and circuit diagram and online email support
where needed. If you are not overly confident
with a soldering iron we can even factory build
some or all of your kit for you.

Distortion - 1 watt @ 1khz <0.035% in Push-Pull Mode
Power consumption - 210 watts (230 volts ac)
Input sensitivity - 250mV for full output (Push-Pull)
Output tappings - 4Ω, or 8Ω ohms
Signal to Noise ratio - >98dB (Push-Pull)
Weight - 18Kg
Overall dimensions - 45 x 36 x 11.5cm
Fuse Rating : 2A Mains 500mA HT
Input impedance 47K - Noise: < (CCIR) – 90 db
Sensitivity Variable >150mV Full output

Output transformer - Multitap with special winding technique to
obtain full bass response even in Single-Ended mode.

Audion
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Other Products and upgrades
Upg rade Produ ct s
ALPS

Audio Output Transformers

-

Mains Toroids

-

Chokes -

Winding wire & transformer components

AMPOHM
APEM

A

AUDION
ARCO
BLACKGATE
CLARITY CAPS
DACT

Alps Blue Velvet pots - Alps stepped attenuator

-

Vishay stepped attenuator

-

Goldpoint stepped attenuator - Switches

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
GOLDEN DRAGON
GOLDPOINT
HOLCO
JJ ELECTRONICS
MUNDORF

Tantalum resistors

-

Solen & SCR film/Teflon capacitors -

V-Caps

Silver foil in oil capacitors

NEUTRIK
NICHICON
NOBLE
RAYCHEM TEFLON TUBES
SCR - SOLEN
9 pin tube bases - chassis & pcb mount - Octal valve bases - UX4 valve bases inc. lozenge - Valves - EL34, KT88, KT90, 300B, 2A3, etc
SOVTEK
SVETLANA
TESLA
TRUOHM
V-CAP
VISHAY DALE

Gold & Silver RCA sockets

Silver plated Binding posts - Covered binding posts and WBT gold and heavy silver binding post

WBT

5 way solder tag strips --

20 way solder tag strips

--

Tag boards

4.7% high purity silver solder

We are able to offer an exotic range of upgrade components from some of the best known names in the audiophile industry. Many
of the items are specific to Audion If you don't see it here, ask us, we either have it or will try and can get it for you.
Just ask for prices or your component needs

Locate a dealer - Worldwide

www.audion.co.uk

United Kingdom United Kingdom Germany
Audio Matters
78 Cotterill Road
Surbiton
Surrey KT6 7UN
England
Tel: +44 (0) 208 255 0572
Fax: +44 (0) 208 399 0512

Noteworthy Audio Audion’s UK Distributor
30 Buckingham Street
Aylesbury, Bucks
HP20 2LH
Tel: +44 (01296) 422 224

Audible Difference
Bungay Road
Scole
Diss
Norfolk IP21 4DX
England
Tel: +44 (0) 1379 740227
Fax: +44 (0) 1379 740479

Sounds of Music
10/12 Chapel Place
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN1 1YQ
Tel: +44 (01892) 539245
Fax +44 (01892) 616383

Audio Atmosphere
29 Drake Avenue
Penkridge
Staffordshire
ST19 5UA
Tel: +44 (0) 1785 711232

Chantry Audio
18-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford
Near Newark
Notts NG22 OLH
Tel: +44 (0) 1777 870372
Fax: +44 (0) 1777 870437

Galloway Audio
11 Milton Street
Kilmarnock, KA3 7HG
England
Tel: +44 (0) 1563 574185
Fax: +44 (0) 1563 573207

K.J. Leisure
26 New Cavendish Street
London W1M 7LH
England
Tel: +44 (0) 207 486 8262
Fax: +44 (0) 207 487 3452

Mike Manning Audio
110, Middle Street,
Yeovil, Somerset,
BA20 1NE
Closed Mondays
Tel:01935 479361
Fax:01935 414808

Mike Manning Audio
54, Bridge Street,
Taunton,
Somerset,
TA1 1UD
Tel:01823 326688
Fax:01823 326655

Rochester Hi-Fi
30 High Street
Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
Tel: +44 (01634) 880037
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Progressive Audio
Dave Harvey
2 Maryland Court
Rainham
Kent
ME8 8QY
Tel: +44 (0) 1634 389004

The Emporium
Willow House, Rectory Road
Brome, EYE
Suffolk, IP23 8AH
Tel: +44 (01379) 870873
Fax +44 (01379) 870873

Stone Audio
23 Hinton Road
Bournemouth
BH1 2EF
Tel: +44 (01202) 201735
Fax: +44 (01202) 201315

Analogixx
Mario Weiler
Maximilianstrasse 47
D-67346, Speyer
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 6232 290154
Fax +49 (0) 6215 33904250

Greece
Velvet Audio
Nick KOUTELAS
Xelntraix 8 N.KOSMOS
11745
Athens -GREECE
TEL:+302109224368
FAX:+302109224361

Zen Audio
25 Storey Street
Hull HU1 3SA
England
Tel: +44 (0) 1482 587397
Fax: +44 (0) 1482 587397

Kronos
7 Scotch Street Centre
Dungannon BT70 1AR
N. Ireland
Tel: +44 (0) 2887 753606
Fax: +44 (0) 2887 753006

Luz E Som LDA
R.Roberto Ivens 1351
Matusinhos
Portugal
4450
Tel: +351 (22938) 5560
Fax: +351 (22938) 5561

Russia &
CIS Countries

Hungary

Spain

Penna-Poor
H-1025 Budapest
Budapest
Hungary 95-97
Tel: +36 (1325) 8772
Fax: +36 (1325) 9430

Arkinteri inter S,L
Multimedia Concepts, Higinio
Angles, 1
Tarragona
Spain
43001
Tel: +34 (9) 7724 0794
Fax: +34 (9) 7724 0776

Frederick Lim
P.T. SARANA
AUTOMASINDO
Jalan Cideng Timur no. 50 D
Jakarta 10160
INDONESIA
Tel : 62-21-3508008,
3508010
Fax : 62-21-3508009

Art of Music
Via Dal Lino 23/2
Bologna
Italy 40134
Tel: +39 (347) 2532215
Fax: +39 (051) 6148398

Switzerland
MAR Audio Video Multimedia
Pfändwiesenstrasse 15
CH-8152 Opfikon (Zürich)
Tel. +41(0)44 463 81 05
Natel +41(0)79 658 59 52

Turkey
Dinleti Music Ltd
20 Sokak NO:11-A
Bahcelievler 06490
Ankara
Turkey
Tel: +90 (312) 2151018
Tel , +90 (312) 2124375
Fax: +90 (312) 2153645

USA
Japan

Highend
Omar Gonzalez
Chile
South America
Tel: +562 4537654
Tel: +562 92193616

SOUNDBOX LTD.
2-13-32 Sengawamachi,
Cyofushi,
Tokyo 182-0002
Japan
Attn: Mr. Katsuyoshi Miguchi
Tel: (81) 3-5577-5227
Fax: (81) 3-3305-2519

France

Lithuania

DEA International
314 Rue Paul Milliez
94513 Champigny Cedex
Paris, France
Tél : ++33 (0) 1.55.09.18.35
Fax : ++33 (0) 1.55.09.15.31

Giedrius Uznys
UAB Muzikos magijos
salonas
Šauliųu 40-2, Klaipėeda
Tel +37067338434

Chile

Portugal

Elite Audio
Room-401, 4th Floor
Commercial House
35 Queen's Road
C. Hong Kong

Italy
Northern Ireland

Stereolab PÃl Aaraas
Rustadgrenda 3
0693 Oslo
Norway
Tel: +47 416 23 923

Mr Michael Panferov
Salon “Sound Alchemy”
Artelectro Ltd
Sevastopolsky Avenue 24
Bld Vm Office 7
Moscow, Russia
Tel : +7 (495) 726-14-75,
Tel : +7 (495) 779-64-70
Fax: +7 (495) 779-65-21

Hong Kong

Indonesia
Transcription Horns
Unit 3,Norgetts Lane
Melbourne, Royston
Herts, SG8 6HS
Tel: +44 (0) 1763 260946

Norway

TrueAudiophile
Santa Monica, CA
Tel + 310.998.1908
California

If you cannot find a
dealer near you contact us we may
be able to put you
in touch with
someone local.

Would you like to
distribute our
products in your
country or become
a dealer for Audion.
If so call us directly
on
+33 (0)546 043282

Dealer stamp here

